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Athletic committee revamped |~" 
by Dee Shurling 
An amendment to the bylaws concerning 
the athletic committee has been submitted 
to the executive committee by Dr. Steven 
Ealy, political science professor at ASC. 
The amendment states that the athletic 
committee will be consulted on matters of 
policy by the athletic director. The amend­
ment underwent the first of two readings at 
the executive committee meeting this 
month. The final vote will take place dur­
ing the meeting next month. 
Ealy stated that he wrote the amendment 
out of concer n that over the years Arm­
strong hasn't been able to "settle on policy 
and stick with it." He gave three examples: 
the decision to move up to Division I, 
which was shortly followed by a move back 
to Division II , the cancellation, later re­
versed, of the women's basketball team, 
and the recent elimination of the women's 
swim team. 
"From talking with people, my percep­
tion was that the athletic committee was 
often informed after the decision was made," 
Ealy maintained. He stressed that the 
amendment "is not an attack. It is only an 
attempt to get more people involved in the 
decision-making process, for a more com­
plete consideration of all implications." 
Dr. John Brewer, ASC athletic director, 
has "no objections" to the amendment. He 
called it a "friendly change to the bylaws." 
He admitted that "the athletic depart­
ment has been in an unusual state for the last 
several years. Maybe things haven't been 
done that should have been." 
He stated that the athletic committee 
was not consulted prior to the decision to 
eliminate the women's swim team because 
"it was primarily a financial decision. We 
simply did not have the money to continue 
the swim team and the decision happened 
automatically." He added that he has "no 
doubt, or concern" about the amendment 
being passed. 
Caroline Fleming of the dental hygiene 
department, who chairs the athletic com­
mittee, sees the amendment as "a statement 
of clarification." 
She said, "The athletic committee al­
ready has a lot of communication with Dr. 
Brewer. He has sought opinions and rec­
ommendations ftom the committee in the 
past, such as our review of this year's ath­
letic budget." 
Fleming observed that although the 
athletic committee was not informed of the 
decision to cancel the swim team, "the ath­
letic committee should not be consulted on 
personnel matters. No committee is con­
sulted in faculty matters." 
Fleming maintains that the only differ­
ence the amendment will make will be to 
"enhance communication" and provide a 
"better link between faculty and athletics." 
English professor Dr. Lorie Roth, who 
has served on the committee for two years, 
stated that she supports the amendment. 
"In the past there have been some problems 
because there is no built-in review." She 
also feels that" part of the reason for the 
amendment is the feeling that the matter of 
dropping the swim team might have been 
handled differently had the commitee been 
consulted first." 
Roth suggested that "although Dr. 
Brewer has encouraged support and input, 
he won't be around forever. It's safer to get 
what he's been doing in writing for the 
future." • 
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Men's tennis team serving up a great year 
1980 Nobel laureate Czeslaw Milosz, on a recent Savannah visit, lectured 
at ASC and gave a reading of his poetry at the Green-Meldrim House 
ASC to house Urban Institute 
A citizens steering committee has es­
tablished the first step in the creation of an 
urban institute at Armstrong. 
"As we presented Profile '89 to the 
coastal Georgia community, hundreds of 
citizens identified a need for the creation of 
a local entity where urban issues can be 
explored, valid community data can be ob­
tained, community driven initiatives can be 
supported, and comprehensive marketing 
information can be available. The Urban 
Institute is the response to their request," 
stated Armstrong president Robert Burnett. 
The Urban Institute will focus its work 
in Chatham, Effingham, and Bryan coun­
ties, continuing the Profile series, with 
Profile '90 scheduled for completion late in 
1989. Additionally, several applied re­
search papers will be produced. The first 
paper will address a comparison study of 
the southeastern port cities — Charleston, 
Savannah, Brunswick, and Jacksonville. A 
second paper, scheduled for an early 1990 
release, will address local employment op­
portunities for the year 2000. 
The Institute, using the University of 
North Carolina and the Boston College 
institutes as models, is planning the first 
Savannah Charette in late October. The 
Savannah Charette is an intensive citizen 
participation workshop, using nationally 
recognized experts in urban design and de­
velopment as catalysts. The Savannah 
Charette is designed to create a vision of 
Savannah's future a dynamic, livable, 21st 
century city and to empower the partici­
pants to manifest the vision. 
Gordon Gilkey, former acting dean, 
School of Business, Savannah State Col­
lege, said "Every community has to face 
honestly where it is in order to determine 
the direction it wants to go. I see the pur­
pose of the Urban Institute as a way to pro­
vide local citizens with a more accurate 
perception of themselves, assist leadership 
to become more effective and productive, 
bridge the gap between different segments 
of the community, support community-
driven initiatives that address human and 
economic development and act as a catalyst 
for actions on urban issues... frankly, it's 
long overdue!" 
The Institute will be directed from the 
office of Burnett, but will have a 25 mem­
ber Community Review Board, who will 
review the work plans and guide the Insti­
tute in future activities. Burnett will ap­
point the members of this board this month, 
with their first meeting scheduled for early 
summer. • 
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EDITORIAL 
by Stacy Hooks 
My memories ot the sixties can be basi­
cally reduced to the following: my flower 
power Halloween costume, my fourth 
grade bookbag with the big peace sign 
stenciled on the front, and my red, white, 
and blue moccasins with silver stars on the 
sides. How my parents' horror at my sister's 
ponytailed, barefoot first boyfriend turned 
to outrage when the young man was ar­
rested for streaking at the Oglethorpe Mall. 
How I always changed the channel when 
the news came on, grumbling that there was 
"nothing on but the war." TomHaydenand 
Abbie Hoffman were familiar names, but I 
1 never knew what happened to them. 
What happened to them was that Ha-
yden went into politics, and Hoffman into 
hiding. And recently, partly because he 
was despondent over what he saw as a 
nation of complacent, apathetic people-
especially college students- he committed 
suicide. 
Protesting virtually everything but 
protests, Hoffman's radical efforts made 
college students of the sixties think for 
themselves. Many of the anti-war protests 
at campuses around the country were in­
spired by Hoffman. 
We'll never know exactly how much 
the protests themselves accomplished—af­
ter all, the Vietnam War continued for 
years. And on this country's college cam­
puses-Armstrong for us-the majority of 
students still don't vote, don't get involved 
in any activities. I think poor school 
morale is largely responsible. 
Students aren't sheep, but we do tend 
to absorb the attitude already in existence 
when we enrolled at ASC. Students come 
and go, but faculty stays, providing the con­
sistency in attitudes on campus. 
What's needed to change this is a more 
positive attitude toward extracurricular 
activities among the faculty members. 
Those unselfish souls who do get involved 
can't do it all-we need the rest of you. 
Even more than this, however, we need 
more of our teachers to try to have a 
positive attitude about us—and each other. 
Please don't make us the butt of faculty 
jokes; offer us constructive criticism in-
stead~we value your ideas. 
If you have a problem with another 
faculty member, please resolve it with them 
instead of making negative remarks about 
them in class~we may have that same 
professor one day, and given that we be­
lieve what you say, we will see that class as 
an obstacle before it's begun. 
My time here at ASC is almost over, 
and while I am leaving with more good 
memories of the campus-and faculty—than 
bad ones, I am also leaving with a certian 
wistfulness that this college could learn to 
love itself. And I am asking you to help. 
Remember, you, too were once a student. 
And students aren't The Enemy unless 
you hate your job ... 
The Inkwell staff 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Bookstore sells complimentary copy 
Dear Editor; 
At the beginning of this quarter I went to 
the bookstore to buy the books necessary 
for my classes. After purchasing my books, 
I noticed that my copy of Conrad's Heart of 
Darkness had the words "Complimentary 
Copy - Not for Resale" printed on it. Isn't 
it illegal for the bookstore to engage in the 
practice of selling complimentary books? 
Why is it that the bookstore can make 
money off of books they received for free? 
How about an explanation from the book­
store about this in the next Inkwell ? 
Thank you; 
Donald L. Robinson 
junior, English 
Editor's note: The Inkwell contactedLynn 
Williams, director of sales, marketing, and 
finance for Bedford Books of St. Martin's 
Press, the company that publishes the Heart 
of Darkness book. 
Williams stated that the legality of sell­
ing complimentary copies of books has 
"not been 100% determined," but in some 
states, ethics committees have ruled that 
professors should not be able to sell back 
these promotional books because they re­
ceive them by virtue of their jobs. 
Dr. Richard Raymond, the ASC profes­
sor who ordered the Heart of Darkness 
books, asserted that he "received one book 
directly from the publisher that I 
as a desk copy. I did not sell a complim-
tary copy to the bookstore." 
"The reselling of comp copies has bm 
a bone of contention between boohtorts 
and publishers for years and ye ars td 
years," commented Williams. The resell­
ing of comp copies "cuts deeply" into pub­
lishers' sales and profits and therefore 
causes the prices of the books to rise con­
siderably. 
Coral Duffy, manager of the ASC boot-
store, claimed, "Normally,! don't likebuw; 
desk copies back. I prefer that we don't sell 
them." 
As a precaution against receiving comp 
copies from used booksellers, the b oot-
store "mentions" to the used b ooksellers 
that they don't want comp copies, although 
Duffy added that "with all the hands intht 
pot," sometimes comp copies do come is 
accidentally. 
When informed that the book is reced) 
published and the copies were not usd 
Duffy pointed out that would make 
publisher at fault for including a c om! 
copy. 
When informed that a bookstore work' 
was told by another student that the comp 
copy was on the shelf, Duffy sai d, ® 
should have removed it at the time." 
Student answers homecoming deadline 
Dear Editor. repeated because I can't stand listening1 
This is in response to your request to everyone bicker about something so trivia 
respond to the article concerning contro- Charging racism every time somethingg^ 
versy surrounding the homecoming dead- wrong is one of my pet peeves. I ®ni 
line. My response is that what's done is prejudiced, so don't get me wro ng- '' 
done and can't be undone! So, everyone dislike someone, it's because of a personal 
quit your bickering and get on with it. The ity conflict not the color of their skin. » 
A and whatever other organizations in summary, rules are rules. If you 
involved make rules for contests to avoid enter a contest, find out ahead of time 
such controversies. Therefore, these rules the requirements are and get them done an 
and regulations should be STRICTLY turned in on time. That means entry W 
enforced not [sic ] matter how many appli- and photographs, 
cants. As a new member of the SGA senate, Respectful1! 
I will do what I can and what my position Mariana Bennd 
allows to see that such controversies are not senior, math/CS m'nC 
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Exams check schools' quality 
Bush responds to Ealy's 
letter about students' worries 
by Dee Shurling 
Many of us were in Dr. Ealy's winter 
quarter Am erican Government class be­
cause we had been told, 
"Take Ealy, he's out of 
town a lot." Sure 
enough, on the first day 
of class we learned that 
he would be gone an 
entire week to attend the 
presidential inaugura­
tion. But our happiness 
faded when we were 
given our assignment for 
that week - to choose 
the three most impor­
tant issues facing the 
new president, find out 
what he p lanned to do 
about them, and state if 
we agreed or disagreed. 
This was a difficult 
task, especially since in 
the recent electi on im­
age had seemed more 
important than issues. 
Somehow we managed. 
When the papers were 
in Ealy calculated the results. The three 
issues that got the most attention were the 
deficit (70% mentioned it), education (46%) 
and drugs (44%). Ealy said he was sending 
a letter to President Bush detailing our con­
cerns. He promised to let us know if Bush 
wrote back. 
At the beginning of April Ealy received 
the president's reply. Bush's letter states: 
"Your students' comments reflect genuine 
concern for our nation's 
future and active inter­
est in the workings of 
government." It also de­
clares that our top three 
issues "remain priorities 
for my administration." 
This is the closest most 
of us will ever get to 
advising a president. 
Bush's letter also sug­
gested that Ealy give his 
students a chance to 
"grade" the progress so 
far. The students in 
Ealy's spring quarter 
will write papers doing 
just that. The results of 
this assignment will also 
be forwarded to the 
White House. 
Armstrong students 
will give President Bush 
a reP°rt card '.a Ujtle 
bonus not mentioned in 
the course description. Let's hope that 
most students are more lenient than one 
anonymous person, who claimed they 
would like to give him "an Incomplete, or 
maybe just a W/F." * 
Law students go on strike 
against staff discrimination 
(CPS mAThe Inkwell) Students at at least on the state of campus race relations the 
six law schools around the nation went on same day. It not mi"°" L.,blocks 
strike 5 April to ask that more black and often bump into a g ^ can t 
Hispanic professors be hired to teach them, howhigij ^ for «real sections" to 
Anywhere from 20 to 125 students pick- The P ,irie , don't hire 
:ted law schools at the universities of Chi- punish 131101 ucnanic orofessors to 
ago, Texas-Austin, California-Da vis, CaB- enough black 
lomia-Los Angeles and California-Berkley, meet of college 
is well as Harvard. . • c^vpn np rcent of 
"The message has gotten across," Har- * °e faculty members belong to 
vard law student Loretta Martinez said at a "S . 
'study in" to protest that only 12% of the a racia nunon y.^ ^ and 
faculty members are female or black. ffacult t ASC> stated that 46% of 
Whether it will be put into action remains full.time faculty is female. Butler 
to be seen." wmild like to raise the percentage of racial 
By co incidence, Stanford University . in„ „• ASC. •> 
officials released their long-awaited report minon le 
(CPS)Even as critics are attacking stan­
dardized tests with fervor, more colleges 
say they'll require students to pass compe­
tency tests to take upper-level courses or to 
graduate. 
Students at Texas public colleges will 
have to pass basic skills tests starting in 
September. Individual schools, such as 
Northern Kentucky University and Metro­
politan State College in Denver, will also 
start testing students next fall. 
Collegians and not a few administrators 
seem to hate the idea. 
"Why aren't our grades an accurate re­
flection of what we've learned?" asked 
Roger Adams, a Northern Kentucky stu­
dent. 
"It doesn't bode well for higher educa­
tion," said Sarah Stockwell of Fairtest, a 
Massachusetts test watchdog group. 
But, fueled by the six-year-old reform 
movement, the idea seems to be gaining 
speed. Florida, Tennessee, and some col­
leges in Georgia already make students 
take standardized tests that purport to 
measure what they've learned. A survey of 
367 colleges by the Denver-based Educa­
tion Commission of the States (ECS) found 
that half of the schools imposed some sort 
of assessment tests. 
In recent years students at Wayne State 
and Northeast Missouri State universities 
and the universities of South Dakota and 
Maryland have had to pass assessment tests 
to get their degrees or to take higher-level 
classes. 
"There hasn't been a lot of positive reac­
tion to assessment exams," admitted Chris 
Paulson, an ECS policy analyst. 
Critics argue such general tests are often 
"culturally biased," that they more accu­
rately measure how thoroughly students 
have adopted middle-class values than how 
much they have learned. 
"Blacks and Hispanics, quite frankly, 
get killed," said Renee Garcia, testing coor­
dinator at Miami-Dade Community Col­
lege in Florida. 
But more schools are imposing the tests, 
if only because politicians see them as a 
way to gauge how well colleges are educat­
ing students. 
The higher students score on the tests, 
the better the schools must be doing at 
teaching. 
"We think it's important for institutions 
to set priorities and goals, and then be able 
to show how they are meeting those goals," 
explained James Rogers of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools, one 
of seven regional accrediting agencies. 
"These tests are great for politicians," 
Garcia said. "They are something they can 
understand very easily." 
Since 1983, with the release of several 
reports bemoaning the state of American 
education, some reformers—most notably 
former U.S. Secretary of Education Wil­
liam Bennett — regularly called for schools 
to be more accountable for their actions. 
Bennett annually displayed a"wall chart" 
of states' average Scholastic Aptitude Test 
scores, saying their results reflected how 
good or bad the high schools in those states 
were. 
And college admissions officers them­
selves, frustrated by the number of college 
freshmen lacking such skills, pressured high 
schools to make students take competency 
tests before graduating. 
But the initial reform wave hasn't al­
ways improved education, a half-completed 
study released 28 March at the San Fran­
cisco convention of the American Educa­
tion Research Association found. 
"States have focused on more manage­
able reforms," Rutgers University re­
searcher William Firestone told the confer­
ence. "I mean reforms that weren't too 
expensive or complex. Most reforms 
seemed to come out of a political dealmak-
ing process." 
"Politicians are using the scores to make 
some critical decisions" about funding, 
Garcia said. 
As a result, "there's a lot of pressure on 
the teachers" to change their classes to 
teach students how to do well on the tests, 
not necessarily about the course's subject 
Nevertheless, such reforms are starting 
to spread up from the high school to the 
college level. 
The tests "are a simplistic answer to a 
complicated problem," charged Fairtest's 
Stockwell. 
"Something needs to be done before 
they get here," said Mike Hulbert, presi­
dent of the Students' Association at the 
University of Texas in Austin. "You can't 
make up for the 12 years of poor education 
before college." 
All Texas collegians will have to pass a 
three-part basic skills test before they can 
take upper-level classes. They can take the 
test as many times as they want, but each 
time will cost $24. 
School officials in states that have been 
making students take competency tests 
already, moreover, have become fans. 
In Tennessee, where entering freshmen 
must pass a basic skills test or take non-
credit remedial courses before admission, 
the test has worked "tremendously," said 
Pete Consacro of the state Board of Re­
gents. 
"It has increased retention, and we're 
finding that those students are performing 
at least as well as those who need no reme­
diation at all." 
The Florida program, in place since 1984, 
"has resulted in increased attention to com­
munications and computing skills in the 
curriculum," said Patrick Dallet of the Flor­
ida Postsecondary Education Planning 
Commission. 
Some believe students in Kentucky will 
get used to the tests, too. 
"Reforms almost always start off hard 
and tough because they're usually coming 
down on someone, in this case students and 
teachers," said John Goodland of the Uni­
versity of Washington at the San Francisco 
reform meeting in late March. 
"But then the soft and tender side comes 
back on stage," he said. • 
The Georgia Historical Society: a blast of things from the pas 
by Lisa Gunderson 
Perhaps one of the best kept secrets of 
Savannah is the Georgia Historical Soci­
ety. The secret comes not from the Society 
but from the lack of knowledge. The 
building sits on the comer of Whitaker and 
contains many primary sources in hold­
ings. One of the most popular collections 
and probably of most interest to the ma­
jority of people is the genealogy files. In 
the words of the acting director of the 
Society, Ann Smith, these records include 
"God knows how many families." The 
genealogies of the families are not cur-
Society members and SCAD studen 
Gaston with a Georgia state flag flying near 
the building marker. When you're flying 
down Whitaker at 40 mph, the building is 
rather ea sy to miss. The resources and 
information the Society houses should make 
you slow down and stop. 
The most common misconception about 
the Georgia Historical Society is that you 
must be a member to get inside, but this is 
quite the contrary. The Society encourages 
people to stop in and do some browsing. 
When stopping in to look around the hold­
ings, you must make sure that you have no 
pressing appointments in the next couple of 
hours, because with all the information you 
might forget the time. 
The Georgia Historical Society is an 
archival research center, meaning that it 
photo by Lisa Gunderson 
s examine the GHS map collection 
rent, but they serve as the source for re­
search. You might want to stop in and see 
if any of your relatives are found in their 
records. 
One highly active group which uses 
the Society extensively is the Genealogy 
Society. They meet regularly to discuss 
matters involving genealogical research 
and the meetings are open to interested in­
dividuals. 
The Society houses a massive manu­
script collection. This collection is bro­
ken down by individual and contains per­
sonal papers, diaries, letters between 
people, and various other first-hand docu­
ments - who knows, maybe a distant rela­
tive has a collection which might be fun to 
read. The Society's holdings include the 
photo by Lisa Gunderun 
ASC student Bill Bickle uses GHS resources for a history project 
Colonial Records of Georgia, the Revolu­
tionary War Records, records of the Daugh­
ters of the Americian Revolution and 
numerous other collections. 
One of the most extensive newspaper 
collections is found here. These newspa­
pers date back to the colonial days of Geor­
gia and include the majority of newspapers 
that have been printed in the state—stop in 
and see what happened on your birthday 
200 years ago. 
Not only does the Society house his­
tory, it is apart of history itself. Founded in 
1839, the Georgia Historical Society is one 
of the oldest historical organizations in the 
country. It is housed in Hodgson Hall, 
which used to be the Armstrong library 
before the college moved to its current 
location. In fact, the tables in the library are 
the original tables that were in the building 
when it opened its doors. 
The Society holds manuscripts which 
are crucial to scholars doing work on the 
colonial history of Georgia, so 
see researchers from different c ountries 
working alongside students from Arnistraj 
and Savannah College of Art and Desip. 
The Society contains many maps. These 
maps range from Savannah itself to outly­
ing areas, and they include different time 
periods. You can study architecture tan 
Colonial days to the present, as the students 
from SCAD are doing. The city directories 
allow you to check and see who lived it 
your house before and what t heir occupa­
tion was. 
For people interested in li terature, tie 
Society has some old novels by local writ­
ers. The Georgia Historical Society hasi 
little something for everyone , so s topin 
Wednesdays thru Fridays from 10 :00 to 
5:00 or Saturdays from 9:00 to l:00andsee 
what it has to offer to you. 
If you find the place interesting and thini 
it might be fun to work there, theSocietyof-
fers internships. Check with Dr. Warlickin 
the History Department if you are inter­
ested. • 
HS acting director Ann Smith and staff eagerly await visitors 
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How to escape the credit trap 
Oral Roberts changes school 
scholarships to loans at 18% 
(CPS) Oral Roberts University stu­
dents took money from their own pockets 
— again — to help the evangelist and 
founder of their school. 
ORU students attending a chapel 
service at the Tulsa, Oklahoma, campus on 
29 March rushed to the stage to leave $8500 
in checks, change, and bills at the feet of 
preacher Oral Roberts after he told them the 
school and m inistry would be dismantled 
by creditors unless he raised $ 11 million by 
6 May. 
Declining contributions to the minis­
try led to what Richard Roberts, Oral's son 
and executive vice president of the univer­
sity, termed the greatest financial crisis in 
the 41-year-old ministry. 
Oral Roberts vowed to keep the school 
going "until Jesus comes." 
No one at the university would com-
menton the situation. A secretary in ORU's 
public relations office said officials there 
"were not answering or returning calls." 
ORU's fundraising efforts have gone 
awry in the past. 
In March, 1987, Roberts said on his 
TV show that G od would end his life unless 
he raised $8 million — to be used for full 
scholarships for ORU med students — 
within a certain time period. 
Roberts raised the money, but at­
tached strings to it when he ultimately gave 
it to his med students. 
At an emotional chapel service, he 
told the students he had decided to consider 
the scholarships as loans to be repaid either 
at 18% interest or by working for Roberts' 
ministry free for four years after gradu­
ation. 
When the med students grumbled in 
protest, Roberts reportedly told them to 
"Keep your cotton-picking mouths shut!" 
This time, Roberts made no scholar­
ship promises, though on his TV show 
before his personal appeal to students for 
money he did call ORU's financial condi­
tion "a life and death matter." 
A secretary in the school's student 
activities office explained the money the 
students gave "was just a donation like [to] 
any church. They [students] weren't asked 
to give up anything. Those who were led to 
[donate] made the donation of their own 
free will." •> 
Schools with high student 
loan defaults may lose funds 
(CPS) S tudents who attend colleges that 
have high student loan default rates won't 
be able to get Stafford Loans in the future if 
a bill approved unanimously by the U.S. 
Senate at the end of March becomes law. 
If 25% of the loans processed by any one 
school are in default, the offending college 
or trade school — which is responsible for 
making sure students qualify for loans in 
the first place and which is supposed to col­
lect loan payments — would have to come 
up with a written plan for cutting its default 
rate. 
Community college and trade school 
students probably would feel the biggest 
impact from the law, observers said. 
The effort is part of a decade-long 
campaign, which has included everything 
from towing away defaulters' cars to gar­
nishing g raduates' paychecks, to collect 
overdue loan payments. Defaulted loans 
will cost the federal government $1.7 bil­
lion this year, cutting into the amount of 
money it can loan out to other students. 
'The incentive is for institutions not to 
serve students who are high risk," explained 
Richard Hawk, director of the Higher 
Education Assistance Foundation in Over­
land Park, Kansas. 
The average default rate for community 
colleges and trade schools is well over 
25%, he said. The average for four-year in­
stitutions is well below the cutoff, though 
some are over the 25% mark. 
"There will potentially be impact in 
both areas," Hawk predicted. 
The Senate's bill — a slight compro­
mise from last year's proposal to automati­
cally cut off loans to any school with a 
default rate higher than 20% — is aimed 
mostly at for-profit trade schools, which 
tend to have the highest default rates. 
The House is leaving the matter to the 
Education Department, which is charged 
with devising student loandefault regula-
00 Two majors lenders, Chase Manhattan 
Bank and Citibank, both in New York 
already have cut off lending to students at 
schools with high default rates, v 
Every year, hundreds of 
college students, however 
unintentionally, confuse 
using a credit card with 
abusing one and charge 
more than they can afford-
by Stacy Hooks and CPS 
So the shiny new credit card came in the 
mail. It looked so, so important. Buying 
power. Clothes, CDs, jewelry, dinner at 
Steak&Ale. You can have it all—fornow. 
You get more cards in the mail and higher 
lines of credit—and more clothes, CDs, 
jewelry, more dinners at Steak & Ale. Soon 
you're struggling just to make the monthly 
payments on your plastics, and finally you 
can't. You never meant for this to happen; 
the bills just sneaked up on you, and now 
you're in trouble. 
Has this happened to you? If so, you're 
not alone. Every year, hundreds of college 
students, however un-
intentionally, confuse 
using a credit card with 
abusing oneand charge 
more than they can 
afford. University of 
Houston senior Rich-
elle Williams says, "I 
was always in the hole. 
I cut [the cards] up, 
and kept paying on them to get my financial 
situation together." 
"How did this happen to me?" " The 
credit card company should know what I 
can afford to pay when they set my limit, so 
why can't I afford to pay for all of this?" 
There's no simple answer to these ques­
tions. Local bank employees cite getting 
too much easy credit too fast as the biggest 
cause. Millie Tharle, of Trust Company 
Bank of Savannah, says that too much 
credit is really an injustice to the college 
student. This is because students are given 
a large amount of credit before they're ever 
accustomed to handling even a small 
amount. 
Still, the burden of blame falls on the in­
dividual student. Nobody means to charge 
too much; it just happens. To many 
people, charging simply doesn't feel like 
spending money. You don't have to write a 
check or fork over cash at the time, and the 
next credit card payment is weeks away. 
Besides, when it does come, you only have 
to pay a small percentage of the balance. 
Even with relatively small payments, it's 
easy to get in over your head. The mini­
mum payments of five or six credit cards 
add up, and if you're late, the company can 
demand full payment of your account. 
If the bank or credit card company re­
ports your late payment to a credit bu­
reau—and they usually do—this blemish 
can remain on your credit record for up to 
seven years, making you a bad risk in the 
eyes of other lenders. 
Most companies run routine credit 
checks on prospective employees and don't 
hire people with credit problems. Present 
employers may replace you if they have to 
go to the trouble of sending in payments 
from your gamisheed paycheck. 
So how do you get yourself out of the 
credit trap without ruining your credit and 
hurting your job prospects? Kit Miller, of 
C & S Bank of Savannah, says that "it's best 
to work your out of debt" She recom­
mends that you contact your debtors first. 
Many are willing to reduce your payments 
and work out a repayment plan you can 
manage. 
Ms. Miller says if this doesn't work, 
you should consider going to a credit coun­
seling serviece. These services take your 
income, and help you allocate and reduce 
your payments, taking into consideration 
your other expenses such as rent, food, and 
medical bills. 
Avoid declaring bankruptcy if at all pos­
sible. You stand to suffer the repercussions 
from it for years to come. 
This is not to say, however, that you can't 
rebuild your credit if you've ever had finan­
cial problems. Ms. 
Miller recommends 
that the first thing to do 
is "clean up" your rec­
ord by paying off old 
unpaid debts, and get 
your present bills up to 
date. She suggests that 
you take out a consoli­
dation loan, which 
lumps all of your bills into one easy-to-
keep-up-with, monthly payment—one you 
can handle. 
Once this is done, she says if at all pos­
sible, find someone to cosign with you on a 
small loan—and don't let them down. 
Another option is to offer something of 
value—a car, boat, house, insurance pol­
icy—as collateral. And finally, be patient. 
The best way to keep yourself out this 
mess is to be very cautious when using your 
credit cards. But carelessness is not always 
the reason behind someone's credit prob­
lems—catastrophes such as divorce, ill­
ness, and loss of employment can and do 
wreak havoc on responsible individuals' 
credit records. 
Rebuilding credit is like dieting: the 
damage is done so much quicker than it's 
undone. And, it can usually be avoided in 
the first place by using a little self-control. 
Trouble is, we're all human, and some­
times we don't use that self-control. 
B ut that doesn' t mean rebuilding or main­
taining a clean credit record is impossible, 
so if you have had or are having credit 
problems, don't despair. With some disci­
pline and patience you can work it out— 
and maybe I can stick to my diet. 
Editor's note: This article is part two of a 
two part series on credit card use and abuse 
by college students 
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ADVENTURE 
No bullwhip required for summer archaeology 
by Stephanie Norman 
As a child did you enjoy playing in the 
dirt or digging up your backyard? Wonder­
ing how to justify doing it as an adult? Or, 
as an adult, are you looking for an alterna­
tive to beach baking? 
Bet you never thought an archaeologi­
cal dig would be the answer! B ut it is - baste 
your back and dig in the dirt. Do it in the 
name of adventure, and Dr. Babits. 
Dr. Babits, professor of history, teaches 
several archaeology classes and is in charge 
of the archaeology lab. This past summer, 
Dr. Babits and a small group of students 
continued various archaeology projects in 
Mcintosh County, Bryan County, and Port 
Wentworth. 
The field school will again conduct 
excavations at Julian ton Plantation in Mcin­
tosh County. The project will concentrate 
on learning what went on inside two slave 
dwellings. Efforts to locate other buildings 
will also continue. 
The Mcintosh County dig was the fifth 
year of a ten year project. It focuses on a 
row of slave houses at Julianton Plantation 
and, as Dr. Babits eagerly points out, the 
workers can no w state the size of the houses, 
locate rooms, and describe the construc­
tion. 
The Julianton Plantation site is located 
on an old beach dune which has been used 
by humans since before 2500 BC. Artifacts 
recovered to date include materials from 
the Middle Archaic, Late Archaic, Wood­
land, Mississippian and Contact prehis­
toric periods. The historic period is well 
represented with materials from the eight­
eenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Much information on the location of the 
houses Was gleaned from a 1796 painting 
and map, and an 1859 naval chart. Numer­
ous aboriginal artifacts and prehistoric 
Indian material have helped locate rooms 
and identify the approximate age of the 
houses. 
Besides the Julianton dig, the group 
worked on a boat wreck near Port Went­
worth. The boat is just now emerging from 
the cans and was approximately 96 feet 
long by 22 feet wide. It appears to be an 
Augusta boat which was poled up the river 
to Augusta and was later towed by steam 
boats. The wreck is dated between 1800-
1825. 
At the hammock in Bryan County, two 
prehistoric sites and one historic site were 
found. The latter appears to be the only one 
of its kind in the southeast, the remains of a 
salt work (used during the Civil War by the 
Confederate Army to manufacture salt) and 
was probably destroyed when the Union 
Navy razed over 1400 such salt works. 
This was a contract dig, which means the 
archaeologists are paid, but they must have 
experience. Dr. Babits quickly points out 
that contract jobs are different since con­
tractors usually need the work done yester­
day. 
All three sites investigated last summer 
are typical of the four major types of ar­
chaeology dealt with by Dr. Babits and his 
groups: Savannah's defenses, Plantation 
archaeology, Low Country Shipping, and 
First Contact. First Contact refers to the 
time Europeans first arrived in North Amer­
ica. 
The excursions are funded primarily 
through the Center for Low Country Stud­
ies, but also through grants, the landown­
ers, and contracts. 
The Coastal Georgia Archaeology So­
ciety and the University System of Georgia years to cut down on travel 
helped with matching funds recently to possibility of heat exhaustion. Th ecours 
give each "digger" his own tools. Dr. last summer was seven weeks long, f0i. 
Babits is hoping that more money will be day s per week, but this year it will be f0ui 
raised to add an electrolysis unit to the weeks, five days per week. The corny 
photo by Larry Bablii 
Armstrong lab. It will help preserve items 
recovered from water. 
Last summer eight people worked the 
digs, three on research and analysis, but 
since the course requires him to look at field 
notes and drawing, Babits limits the class 
this summer to 12. The majority of those 
working with Dr. Babits on the digs are stu­
dents from his courses but there are some 
walk-ons and workers from previous years. 
As a matter of fact, Dr. Babits claims that 
there are a lot of repeaters. 
The archaeological field school has 
undergone drastic changes from previous 
gives ten hours credit and lots of e xperi­
ence. 
Dr. Babits notes that no one is an expert, 
and most students are just interested. Many 
people want to know what kind of grades 
emerge from the course. Dr. Babits says 
primarily As and Bs, with only a few Cs. 
The last part of the course is cataloging 
and storing the artifacts. The J ulianton 
Plantation dig is funded by the landowner 
and everything found there belongs to him, 
but the artifacts are identified and stored al 
Armstrong. The salt work location in Bryan 
County is under contract, but again Aim-
strong stores the findings. The boat, since 
it is on a waterway, is the property of tie 
state of Georgia. 
Archaeological digs give great expen-
ence for the future. One graduate is no* 
working in Virginia,and another isagrads-
ate student at Illinois University working 
with skeletal remains from St. Catherine s 
Island. There is also a graduate student 
working at Armstrong. 
Dr. Babits says that the program does 
not stop with ASC students. It also extend-
to the Elderhostel groups at Skidaway 
Oceanographic Center. 
Since many students are not aw: 'are of 
photo by Larry Babits 
this part of ASC, Dr. Babits tries to empha­
size that the work is long and hard, but vfl) 
rewarding. He is interested in continuing 
work with turpentine stills, Savannah Ri*e 
obstructions, and the Georgia Confede'33 
ironclad in the River. Anyone who talks a 
Dr. Babits for any length of time is 3 
extreme danger of catching his enthusiast 
and interest for the surprising rewards ti-
appear from toils of an archaeological &• 
in the Savannah area. . 
If you are looking for adventure at A 3 
look no further. Talk to Dr. Babits in ^ 
history department and consider archaeol­
ogy. No bullwhip or fedora required. 
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Raku Pottery: 
from inception to 
completion 
John Jensen 
department of fine arts 
Thursday May 4 
12:30 pm 
Fine Arts bldg room 105 
ASC choir will 
perform 5 May 
The ASC choirs, accompanied by the 
Savannah Symphony Chamber Orchestra, 
will present a concert of "Music for a King 
(and Queen)" on Friday, 5 May at 8 pm in 
the Fine Arts Auditorium. The program 
will consist of the Birthday Ode for Queen 
Mary, "Come Ye Sons of Art" by Henry 
Purcell, and the "Coronation Anthems" by 
George Frideric Handel. 
The four Handel coronation anthems 
were written in 1727 for the coronation of 
George II. The best known section, "Zadok 
the Priest," has been played at the corona­
tion ceremonies of every English monarch 
since that time. 
Purcell's "Come Ye Sons of Art" was 
written in 1894 in celebration of the birth­
day of Queen Mary. "It is perhaps the finest 
example of a style of a commemorative 
piece which is no longer written in celebra­
tion of special o ccasions within the royal 
family," says Dr. Robert Harris, director of 
choral activities at ASC. "It is a master 
work by the last great English composer 
until the 20th century." 
The concert, which will be directed by 
Harris, will feature a number of vocal solo­
ists and harpsichordist Gene L. Jarvis. 
Beauty and the 
Beast at Fine Arts 
The Alliance Children's Theatre, a 
Georgia-based professional company of 
adult actors performing for young audi­
ences, will presentBeauty and theBeast on 
Sunday, 7 May at 7 pm in the Fine Arts 
Auditorium. 
Beauty and the Beast, a story about the 
power of love, has been adapted for the 
stage by Sandra Deer, who has moved the 
story to the Louisiana bayou with all the 
Cajun trappings, from alligators to jam-
balaya. 
The program also includes a post-per­
formance lecture/demonstration on theater 
production. The play, which is free and 
open to the public, is sponsored by the city 
of Savannah and the Georgia Council for 
the Arts. 
Summer swimming 
lessons for kids 
Waterbabies and beginners swimming 
classes begin 15 May at ASC. 
Waterbabies, instructed by Ginny Knorr, 
is open to children ages 6 months to three 
years. The classes will meet Monday thru 
Friday from 1:30 until 2:15 pm. 
Marc Paglia will teach beginners classes 
for children five and older every weekday 
from 2:15 til 3:30 pm. 
Red Cross certificates will be awarded 
upon successful completion of the course. 
The fee is $45 and only 15 swimmers can be 
accepted for each class. 
Art exhibit awards 
Armstrong held the First Congressional 
District High School Art Exhibition and 
Competition this month and awarded more 
than $1100 in cash and scholarships to stu­
dents at a reception 16 April. 
Congressman Lindsay Thomas pre­
sented the First Congressional Art Award 
to Tiffani Abolt, a student at St. Vincent's 
Academy. Her painting, "Brass Pot, will 
be sent to Washington, D.C. and is one of 
approximately 500 works chosen around 
the country for display. 
Dental hygiene 
open house 
Armstrong's Dental Hygiene Open 
House will take place today from noon to 2 
pm. 
Senior dental hygiene students prepare 
research projects each year as part of their 
curriculum and display their findings in 
table presentations during the open house. 
The 28 participants are researching a 
variety of topics, including hazardous waste 
control and the effects of sugarless gum on 
the formation of plaque. 
A committee of community and campus 
judges selects a winning presentation and a 
prize will be awarded by Dr. Weichsel-
baum, a retired area dentist 
Armstrong's dental hygiene program 
was the first such offering in Georgia and 
features a 26-chair, on-site clinic, the larg­
est in the state. 
Computer tutorial 
Having trouble mastering those word 
processor programs? 
Well there is an answer. 
There will be a tutorial for beginners for 
Word Perfect, a new word processing pro­
gram that ASC is buying for the Apple 
Macintoshs. 
The class wil be on lOMayfrom 1:00pm-
2:30pm in the ASC academic computing 
center. Class size is limited to 12 students, 
and there is no charge for the class. 
Contact Bob Fawcett for further infor-
Scottish Games 
The 13th annual Savannah Scottish 
Games and Clan Gathering will be held at 
Old Fort Jackson on Saturday, 6 May start­
ing at 9 am. The games will feature 
children's athletic events, as well as au­
thentic Scottish food and vendors. For 
those interested there will be genealogy 
assistance available. 
Featured this year will be the Paris Is­
land Marine Band as well as the Warner 
Robbins Air Force Pipe Band and several 
other renowned pipe bands. Specially fea­
tured this year will be Alex Seaton, world 
renowned Scottish singer. The games host 
the Southern Regional Scottish Dancing 
Championships and the winners will go to 
the nationals. 
Arts-on-the-River 
Savannah's visual and performing art­
ists will showcase their talents during the 
Arts-on-the-River weekend, 13 and 14 May 
at Rousakis Plaza. 
An invitational crafts festival and a ju­
ried arts exhibition with a special "Kid's 
Art" exhibit (which will include workshops 
prior to the festival) highlight the visual 
portion of the festival. 
Savannah jazz and Dixieland musicians 
will give daytime performances, as will the 
Savannah Theatre Company Mini-Rep 
Troupe. The Savannah Symphony Orches­
tra will have open rehearsals. 
The evenings will bring performances 
by Ballet South and City Lights Theatre 
Company. The Symphony, conducted by 
Philip Greenberg, will perform both Satur-
All faculty and students are invited to attend 
TheflHĤ H 
|1988-89 Awards Convocation 
at 
7:30 pm on 8 ft/lay 
in the Fine Arts Auditorium 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
ADN & BSN STUDENTS 
DURING 
NURSES' WEEK 
VERA'S UNIFORMS & SHOES 
826 E. DERENNE 
V-
"We Care 
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Around the quad 
Flinging pollen into the air like a ma­
niac, spring arrived last week. Or maybe it 
was last month. Nobody seems to have 
noticed. 
Record enrollments, snappy new uni­
forms on the campus police, the arrival of a 
new college president, the mysterious dis­
appearance of the entire women's swim 
team — all seem to have distracted us from 
nature's tacky annual blowout. All the 
same, though we may not have stopped 
recently to smell the flowers, we certainly 
smclled something funny in the air. 
Taking nearly everyone by surprise was 
the announcement that effective fall quar­
ter Lane Library will be closed to students. 
"They make such a ruckus, students 
do," a library spokesperson complained. 
"All the time , questions, questions, ques­
tions. And then, when you're not looking, 
they move all the books around. It's ex­
tremely annoying." 
As a result, beginning in September 
only library staf f and a maintenance crew 
will occupy the building. "We hope to do 
some much-needed dusting," the spokes­
person commented, "and perhaps color-
code the magazines." 
When asked how students would be ac­
comodated, the Dean of Memoranda chuck­
led affably and noted that starting in the fall 
at ASC 
a little old VW bookmobile" would park 
"out back of the baseball field most every 
Tuesday and Friday afternoon." 
In ad dition, the dormitory will begin 
renting unoccupied rooms to commuters at 
hourly rates. 
Far more unsettling was the announce­
ment from the Director of Hygiene that 
Armstrong would soon become the first 
beef-free campus in America. 
"Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, shepherd's 
pie, Salisbury steak — all gotta go," Dr. 
Eugene Gland told a small gathering of 
campus functionaries. "Beef kills. Clogs 
the arteries. Dulls the brain. Fouls the air. 
Ignites sexual fires. Grows hair on kiddies' 
titties. We must not eat the cow!" 
Beginning next month, then, "No Beef' 
signs will be posted in all campus build­
ings, and special receptacles will be in­
stalled for the convenient disposal of all 
beef products. Faculty and administrators, 
however, will be permitted to consume 
beef in their offices as long as no students 
are present. 
When asked for a comment on the beef 
ban, a cafeteria spokesman said, "Hell, 
won't affect us. We ain't served no beef 
here since 1957." 
But not all of last week's news was dis­
concerting. The Vice President of Finance 
announced the availability of a new plati­
num Visa card specially designed for Arm­
strong students, staff, and faculty. 
pnoto by Anne Muller 
Lane Library will soon be closed to all but librarians and maintenance 
The card, which sports a swarthy ma-
roon-and-gold-pirate on the front, carries 
no annual fee. Hurrah! However, a 30% 
surcharge (plus 10% for shipping) will be 
added to all items purchased on the card, 
and the monthly finance fee is 47% com­
pounded daily. 
Students may apply for the Armstrong 
Visa card at the college bookstore. (Admis­
sion to the bookstore is now $5 for children, 
$10 for adults.) 
Rumors that Armstrong would soon be 
changing its name to Satehmo Slate have 
proved to be unfounded. The new name of 
the college, effective in 1990, will, of course, 
be Georgia Southern. 
And plans to install a commemorative 
drainage spout in Ashmore Fountain have 
been shelved, according to our new presi­
dent. The spout, intended to honor the reign 
of the recently departed President Burnett, 
was to have been attached to a plaque 
listing Burnett's time in office and major 
achievements. 
"Unfortunately," said President Joe 
Hazel wood (ex-captain of the Ex on tanker 
Valdez), nobody could figure out exactly 
when Dr. Burnett left. A couple of t he 
secretaries think it was some time last fall 
when his office was being redecorated. But 
then there's this guy from maintenance 
who swears he saw Dr. Burnett at a Christ­
mas party. So who knows? 
"Anyway, it seemed kind of tacky put­
ting up a plaque if we couldn't even getthe 
dates straight. So I said the hell with it." 
Nonetheless, President Hazelwood in­
sisted that he held his predecessor in high 
esteem. "Gotta admire the guy," he said. 
"He knew how to stay out of sight and let 
the ship run itself." 
And so, as dogwoods bloom and stu­
dents mate and professors whine, A im-
strong lurches through the spring like my 
dear old departed grandpa trip ping on his 
shadow in the drunken streets. He spent his 
days crouched down by the bla ck r iver, 
fishingformermaidswithoutanybait. And 
in grandma's tights he spent his nights in a 
puddle under the porch, imagining he was 





12 Part of face 
13 Exist 
14 Century plant 
15 Keyed up with 
interest 
16 Playing card 
17 Nerve network 
18 Attic 
20 Mended with 
cotton 
22 Period of t ime 
23 The self 
24 Whipped 
27 Come back 
31 Shoemaker's 
tool 
COUEGE PRESS SERVICE 
32 Game at cards 
33 Irritate 
37 In truth 
40 Ventilate 




50 Biblical name 
52 Top of head 
53 Christmas carol 
54 Nickname for 
Nancy 











2 Roman garment 
3 Hebrew lyre 
4 Rue 
5 Climbing palm 
6 Miner's find 
7 Fragile 
8 Vegetable 






25 Female sheep 
26 In music, high 
28 Rubber tree 






ed by water 
38 Born 
39 Arranges in 
folds 
42 Zest 
43 Ox of Celebes 
44 Abound 
46 Challenge 
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Madonna produces likeable Like a Prayer album 
T?yMauree!HO>agi'ia 
A REVIEW 
It's time. T ime to come out of the closet 
and admit you're a fan of Madonna. Yes, 
I'm a fan, born in the home of rock 'n' roll, 
Detroit Motor City, raised on hard rockin' 
WRIF and I couldn't admit it 'til now. 
Finally, Like a Prayer is an album to be 
proud of. Yes, there's still the sugar-coated 
pop tha t brought her __________ 
name and belly-button 
to supermarket rag 
mags. Butinbetween, 
her sultry talent soars, 
leading Rolling Stone 
to claim Like A Prayer 1 
as "her finest artistic moment." 
"The emotional context of the album," 
Madonna stated, "is drawn from when I 
was growing up-and I'm still growing up!" 
Madonna was bom and raised in Pon-
tiac, Michigan, a suburb of Detroit. She 
went on to the U niversity of Michigan to 
pursue a degree in music and dance. Rest­
less, she abandoned the degree and headed 
for the big apple, looking for fame and 
fortune. 
And fortune she has found. More re­
cently, two weeks after she filed for divorce 
from Sean Penn, she purchased a home in 
the Hollywood Hills for a mere $2,950,000. 
This sanctuary was worth every penny to 
Madonna because location and layout dis­
courage the hoards of eagle-eyed pursuers, 
the paparazzi" as she affectionately calls 
them. 
Like a Prayer has proven to be a cathar­
sis of her bruised soul with songs comment­
ing on her relationships with her parents 
and her dissolved marriage. She also in­
cludes songs written 
"The emotional context of 
the album is drawn from when 
I was growing up-and I'm still 
growing up!" 
as a tribute of sorts 
to some of her 
musical influences, 
Sly and the Family 
Stone and Simon 
— and Garfunkel. 
Once again, Madonna is not without 
controversy. Her video for the title track 
"Like A Prayer" has been banned in Italy. 
In it Madonna plays a modem day Mary 
Magdalen, confused by her mixed feelings 
for a holy figure. 
Due to the controversy surrounding the 
song and video Pepsi-Cola has dropped the 
$5 million dollar year long contract that 
included commercials and a tour sponsor­
ship. 
Following the trend of dueling duets the 
album features "Love Song" written and 
Illiteracy: whose fault is it? 
by Stacy Hooks 
OPINION 
education as their parents, some subjects 
are slighted to accomodate advanced classes 
in physics, computer science, and such. 
Also, overcrowding and teacher short­
ages in public schools may encourage 
educators to lower standards so more stu­
dents can pass through the system quicker. 
And, some students who don't meet even 
those lower standards may be promoted 
anyway. 
So who, then, if not the students, par­
ents, or educators, is responsible for young 
adult illiteracy? The blame is cumula­
tive—society—all of us, to some degree, 
are at fault for allowing illiteracy to grow, 
or to even begin. We have allowed our­
selves to be lulled into complacency, if not 
satisfied with, at least resigned to, accep­
tance of illiteracy in young adults. 
It's true that, although the pen may be 
"mightier than the sword," it is no match for 
a Trident missile; we must stay abreast of 
technology. And maybe something, some 
subject, must be slighted in order to do this. 
But which subject? I don't know what 
can be slighted, but I do know that it cannot 
be literacy skills, for they are the founda­
tion of all other subjects. They are the 
means by which we learn and communciate 
all knowledge—even technology. 
So what do we do now? For the already 
illiterate adults, we must do what we can, 
encourage and help them learn to read and 
write. For the students of today, we as a 
society must somehow see that diey ac­
quire basic literacy skills without hindering 
performed with Prince. The erotic and 
soulful quality unique to Prince dominates, 
and not suprisingly Madonna adjusts. 
"(Prince) is great 
when you get to know 
him, charming and 
funny, in his own 
way." Madonna re­
marked, "More than 
anything, he really 
comes alive when he's 
working." 
Unfortunately, 
"Love Song" never 
comes alive, yet main­
tains a unique quality 
of never dying. It just 
sort of hangs there, 
leaving the listener 
wondering, why? 
"Promise To Try," 
a melancholy tribute 
to her mother, is one 
of her finest ballads. 
"When someone 
dies and the years go 
by you tend to make 
them into something 
they're not." Madonna commented, "The 
song "Promise To Try" is about letting go 
of that. It's about a yearning to have her in 
my life but also about trying to accept the 
fact she's not." 
The lyrics tug at your heart. Uncertainty 
and loss are aptly exemplified with the 
passage "Will she see me cry when I stumble 
and fall/ Does she hear my voice in the night 
when I call/ Wipe away all your tears, it's 
gonna be all right..Can't kiss her goodbye-
but I promise to try." 
Along the pop strains 
is the unsettling song titled 
"Til Death Do Us Part" 
that sings of an unsatisfy­
ing and unsuccessful 
marriage. 
"It's about a dysfunc­
tional relationship, a sa­
domasochistic relation­
ship that can't end," said 
Madonna. "Now that's 
where the truth stops, 
because I would never 
want to continue a terrible 
relationship forever." 
When asked by Roll­
ing Stone reporter Bill 
Zehme if Sean had heard 
the song Madonna replied, 
"Yes. And he loves it, 
stangely enough. Sean is 
very, very keen on being 
brutally frank in his work. 
He's attracted to writers 
and artists who don't 
mince words." 
Songs like "Oh Father," "Promise To 
Try," "Like A Prayer" and "Dear Jess ie" 
don't mince words. Madonna's creativity 
expresses universal emotion, from 
hearbreaking loss to childhood joy. Strip 
away the bubble gum beat—Madonna shines 
as a valid, respectable songstress and per­
former, finally earning the title "artist." • 
For years now we've known that poor 
little Johnny can't read. He's grown up 
now, an d he still can't read. Illiteracy 
among young adults is a serious problem in 
America, and it's getting worse. We can't 
ignore it any longer. 
Why, in a country with free, required 
public education, are so many young adults 
illiterate? And who is responsible? 
Are the students to blame? Notentirely. 
They are not allowed to quit school before 
the tenth grade; even the tenth grade drop­
out should be able to complete a job appli­
cation, read the directions on a prescription 
bottle, write a check—but many can't. 
Worse, they should be able to do these 
things before completing elementary school. 
Somehow, though, these students progress 
to high school, remain illiterate, and drop 
out—still illiterate. 
Are students indifferentnowadays? Per­
haps. But they cannot learn what they have 
not been taught. Most parents are con­
cerned, but what help they could give their 
children with schoolwork has been de­
creased by the two-income household— 
mother must work outside the home like 
father, and often father must work a second 
job. Hard pressed for time, parents view the 
majority of their child's education as the 
school's responsibility. 
So do we blame the education system? Jj—education. Andthenext 
Not entirely. Technology advances daily, ^ WeU> j may sound Gld-fash-
and society expects educators to prepare its « Qr unsophicated, but, an ounce of 
youth to compete in this knowledge revolu- A 






1 block west of Armstrong State College on Abercorn, 
in Savannah Crossing Shopping Center 
Student Special 
Mini pizza or Deli Sandwich and Soft Drink 




Where friends meet! 
CALL 921-0500 
Ask about our Special Student Discounts 
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"If I was a betting man, I'd bet I wouldn't miss this!" 
-Pete "I'll break the house" Rose 
FRIDAY, MAY 5 
EIGHT PM MCC 
Money Drop to be held at 12:45 on 
Thursday, May 4 from MCC roof 
monev as voucnnnnth 'WQ9er °nd bef  the ba" club awaV !  Make as much 
you'fhwethe cSnnl^KH,OUS 9QmeS °f chance-At »he end of the night, 
luck...FOR PETE S SAKE! ' °n numerous pnzes! Come °n out and fry your 
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photo by Anne Muller 
Robert Spaulding is sworn in as the 1989-90 SGA president by outgoing 
president Bob Long on 19 April. Other new officers sworn in included 
Mario Ruja as vice president, Robert Creech as treasurer, and Christine 




State Board of Pardons/Paroles 
Eckerd Drug 
State Merit System 












Women Of Worth will meet today at 
12:30 in the faculty dining room. 
On Thursday, 18 May at 7:30, WOW 
will hold its annual spring banquet at 
Cisco's. The guest speaker will be Dr. 
Lorie Roth of the ASC language & litera­
ture department. 
Officers for 1989-90 will be installed 
and two WOW scholarships will be 
awarded. All interested in attending should 
call Libby Hamilton (925-7678) or Beckie 
Jackson (727-2901). 
At the SG AE April meeting, elections were 
held for 1989-90. 
The newly elected officers are Tricia 
Podmore, president; Shawna Mathews, vice 
president; Gladys Smalls, secretary; Marie 
Durrance, treasurer; and Beckie Jackson, 
public relatons director. Congratulations! 
Congratulations to the 1989-90 Baptist 
Student Union officers on their election 
into office. They are Kevin Whetmore, 
president; Robert C. Edenfield, vice presi­
dent; George Conlin, growth chair; Cindy 
Renaldo, socials chair; Carlton Ulmer, 
outreach chair; and Buffy Lipscomb, BCF. 
Thanks to last year's officers, Bobby 
Stevens, president; and Richie Murphy, 
vice president. 
The BSU is more than a Baptist gather­
ing. People of all denominations are wel­
come. to come and be a part of the BSU 
family. Whether you're Catholic, Method­
ist, Episcopalian, Christian Scientist — it 
doesn't matter. All you need is a desire to 
meet new and interesting friends. So come 
join us. BSU meets at 12:30 Tuesdays 
(Bible study), Wednesdays (prayer lunch), 
and Fridays (lunch). 
Deadline for Club News submissions is 4 
May for the next issue of The Inkwell. 
To interview, you must either have a resume or college interview form onTile 
counseling and placement office (room 11, admin bldg) ore c u 
indicated above. Interview sign-up sheets and employer information are available. Ca 
927-5269. 
career skills workshop 
to help you conduct a successful job search 
resumes—cover letters 
job search strategies—interviewing skills 
Tuesday, 9 May 
Lane Library room 208 
ASC men's 
tennis team 
All photos by Ron Speir 
SPORTS S 
Moni Axter practices his backhand groundstroke 
Pradeep Raman (right) practices with Jaco Burgi 
Ron Carroll swings through the drudgery of practice by hitting volleys 
Coach Mike Lariscy faces off vs a local television station 
Carlton Ulmer listens carefully to 
the advice of coach Lariscy 
- sv • - m immmmvs 
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Men's tennis finds sweet spot 
by Ron Speir, Jr. 
With the baseball team having been 
ranked number one in the nation this year, 
it is easy to forget that baseball is not the 
only spring sport at Armstrong. The ASC 
men's tennis team has also forged into 
national renown with a 27-3 record. Rank­
ings are also emphasizing the success of the 
team, currently number three in the South 
in NCAA and number 15 in the nation for 
NCAA Division n. 
The strength in this year's team lies in 
the quality that runs deep into the roster, 
which features many players from foreign 
countries. The depth is important in match 
tennis, which is as much a team sport as 
basketball. In match tennis, there are nine 
matches, each worth one point to the team. 
A minimum score of five wins will win the 
team match. Six singles matches and three 
doubles matches make up the nine matches 
in a meet. 
ASC coach Mike Lariscy tries to em­
phasize the team aspect of tennis. "The 
players must blend together to make a team, 
even in tennis," Lariscy points out. One 
player cannot carry a team. In fact the most 
points one player can be responsible for is 
two, by winning one singles and one doubles 
match. 
'The number six match is worth the 
same one point as the numer one match," 
added Lariscy, referring to the rankings of 
the matches from number one for the team's 
top play er to number six for the lowest 
match player. Lariscy goes on to explain 
that at some easier meets he has switched 
the lineup around, letting new people take 
over a higher spot on the team rankings and 
win. In many cases the lower players, who 
do no t play every match, perform well 
when they get the chance. 
The success of the lower players can 
easily be connected to their hard work and 
dedication at practice despite the prospect 
of not playing mat ches. Moni Axter and 
Ben Armstrong are two of the hardest 
workers in every practice. Phue Nyugen, a 
freshman, has the makings for a good 
future in tennis, needing experience to 
complement his skills. 
The team has put together an impressive 
resume of w ins against tough opponents. 
Charleston College, ranked number two in 
theNAIA, has been beaten twice this year. 
The season matches with Georgia South-
em, a strong Division I team, are even with 
a win and a loss. Other solid victories 
include Georgia College, ranked 18 in 
NAIA; St. Ambrose University, ranked 12 
in NAIA; E dinbow State, ranked 12 in 
northeast region o f NCAA; and Valdosta 
State (three times), ranked six in south 
region of NCAA. 
Besides the close loss, 6-3, to Georgia 
Southern, ASC has lost two other close 
matches: a 6-3 loss to University of Ten­
nessee-Chattanooga, the defending South-
em conference champions, and another 6-3 
loss to Flagler College, ranked 5 in nation 
in NAIA. 
On the year the individuals are piling up 
great records. Number one player, sopho­
more Pradeep Raman, is 21-6 in singles 
matches with a very impressive list of wins 
over top ranked national players. Senior 
Scott Karnibad has returned this spring to 
post a 5-5 record. Number three, freshman 
Jan Olsson, has a 21-3 record. Sophmore 
Mark Beyers is 16-6 on the year. Consum­
mate number five man, sophomore Jaco 
Burger, is 23-5. Sophomore Kartik Raman 
is25-3,andfreshman Ben Armstrong is 18-
4. 
The fantastic record of the number three 
doubles team, composed of Armstrong and 
Olsson, has served up a 19-2 record that 
overshadows the higher ranked doubles 
pairs. The number one doubles team of 
Raman and Raman are 12-6 this season. 
The platooning number two team with 
Beyers, B urger, and Karnibad have reached 
a 11-2 record. 
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of 
the recent tennis teams at ASC is the in­
creasing number of players from other 
countries. This year eight out of 13 players 
are from other countries, which include 
Canada, Germany, Holland, India, South 
Africa, and Sweden. 
Even of greater interest is that most of 
the foreign players contact AS C about play­
ing tennis in America, not the other, more 
traditional, way of recruiting. "The NCAA 
puts out a guide every year. Many of the 
players see our strong record and great 
location, and they contact the school," 
Lariscy pointed out. "This year I've had 
12-15 correspondences with hopeful play­
ers from other countries." 
When looking at foreign players, or any 
player, Lariscy first evaluates their tennis 
ability. If the player has a respectable 
tennis record, then his academic back­
ground is checked. Players on this year's 
team haveperformed well in theclassroom, 
supporting their claim that they are here for 
tennis and an education. Finally, Lariscy 
tries to determine if he thinks the player is 
"workable," able to blend in with a team 
and be coached. 
Lariscy remembers the confusing past 
of ASC athletics, during the conference-
hopping days, noting that the tennis team 
was very successful in conference play. 
The team even won some conference cham­
pionships, which is a feat that neither the 
baseball or basketball teams could accom­
plish Looking toward the future, Lariscy 
would like to see the tennis team compete in 
the proposed athletic conference. Even the 
proposed regional university would give 
more recruiting clout to work with because 
several players were hesitant to come to a 
"college" over a "university. 
With a team that includes only one up-
perclassman, the future looks extremely 
bright with the hopeful return of most of 
this year's team. The tennis has been suc­
cessful on and off the court. Afmalpomt 
Lariscy added: "Armstrong is known out­
side of Savannah through the success of the 
baseball and tennis teams." * 
New women's basketball coach Lenny Passink looks to a 'fun' year 
Passink looks to bright future 
Mitchell, Kim Godbee, and Laura Branson. 
by Ron Speir, Jr. 
With the announcement of Lenny Passink 
as the new head coach for the lady pirates, 
Armstrong athletics hopes to usher in a new 
era in success that only the lady pirates have 
failed to partake of. 
Passink seems like the idealistic type of 
coach who creates the success of the team 
based on "fun." The slogan that could 
possibly be posted in the locker room is the 
same as the U.S. Army: "be all that you can 
be." 
Passink summarized his philosophy of 
basketball in a similar statement. "If we 
work as hard as we can, play to the full 
extent of our capablities, then the wins will 
take care of themselves. You can't expect 
to go out and beat Division I teams, if you 
are not capable of doing that." 
The blend of returning players with about 
eight to ten good recruits could put the 
women's team back on track. "Just im­
proving from a two win season to a twelve 
win season would be a dramatic change," 
pointed out Passink. Returnees from last 
year's team will include such key players as 
Jackie Moore, Wallete Widener, Dina 
Only two of these players, Moore and 
Mitchell, will be seniors next year, mean­
ing the others could be with ASC for the 90-
91 season. 
The main ingredient that Passink will be 
looking for will be improvement through­
out the year as he tries to build "for the 
future." Passink won't set any number-
oriented goals like a .500 season or ten 
wins, but he will set goals for improvement. 
"My goal is to continue to improve, for the 
players to be better players, and the team 
will become a better team," sets forward 
Passink. 
Success on the court is not the only 
vision in Passink's mind. He also stresses 
that the women on the team are here for an 
education as well as athletics. In fact, 
Passink stated that he would rather have a 
less successful season and the seniors gradu­
ate than the converse situation. 
Passink is confident that he will be able 
to steer the lady pirates back on course for 
an improved season through enthusiasm 
and fun: "I think we will have a good year 
as far as enjoying playing, and we will have 
a competitive year that will be a postitive 
experience." • 
Women's Tennis: This year's team has 
finished the year with a 13-11 record, 
the first above .500 season that the 
team has had in several years. 
On 21-23 April, the team partici­
pated in a tournament at Brenau Col­
lege, winning three matches, including 
a 5-4 win over host Brenau and a 5-1 
drubbing of Agnes Scott College. 
The team members finishing the 
season are J ulie Lents, Jennifer Owens, 
Crystal Kessler, Becky Phillips, Dana 
Powell, Maria Vinueza, Wallette Wid-
ner, and Wendy Jacoby. 
Baseball:. The pirates have suffered 
through a slump against several tough 
opponents. After being ranked num­
ber one in Division II for two weeks, 
the pirates fell to number 3 on the heels 
of a 4-3 relatively slow stretch, for a 36-
9 season record. The losses included 
games to Division I Georgia Southern 
and The Citadel and to Division II 
nemesis Columbia. However, one of 
the wins was at Georgia Southern as 
the teams swapped road victories. 
SLIGHTLY OFF CAMPUS 4 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Wanted: Group leaders. Seek­
ing mature adults for residential 
adolescent program in SE Ga. 
Live-in position, must be 21 or 
over, high school diploma or GED 
required. For information or 
application, contact Deborah 
Collier or Irvin Oglesby, 912-367 
6691. 
Clerical 
Commercial Credit Corp. Branch 
Clerk. 927-4295. 
William S. Lewis. Secretary. 
352-3964. 
Freidman's Jewelers. Cashier. 
964-6172. 
Dr. John Howard, Jr. Clerical. 
Apply in person. 
Brasseler USA. Warehouse Cleric. 
925-8525. 
Sales 
Tempo Fashions. Sales. Apply in 
person. 
Riverworks Crafts. Sales 
Associate. 236-2012. 
Atlanta American Gifts. Sales. 
234-5135. 
Miscellaneous 
Grasshopper Lawn Care. Lawn 
Maintenance/Irrigation. 
897-2061. 
Holiday Inn South. Guest Greeter. 
925-2770. 
Pepsi Cola. Checker. Apply in 
person. 
Oglethorpe Mall Theatres. Assis­
tant Manager. Apply in person. 
Camp Kids. Camp Director. 
925-1200. 
Ashman Zippcrcr. Runner. 
232-0436. 
Days Inn. Dean Forrest Road. 
Bellman. Apply in person. 
Morrison Dental Association. 
Dental Assistant. 232-2779. 
Reliable Express Truck Co. Dock 
Work. 964-9103. 
Carol Deason. Babysitter. 
352-3244. 
Crystal Clear Ice. Ice Delivery. 
354-7877. 
John S. James Co. Computer 
Operator. 232-0211. 
Comfort Inn. Front Desk & Night 
Auditor. Apply in person. 
Jackie Vonarb. Babysitting. 
356-1571. 
C & S National Bank. Proof 
Operator. 944-3302. 
Computer virus hacker 
was "dedicated" 
(CPS) Cornell University said 3 April 
that the virus created by grad student Robert 
Morris and sent out to an estimated 6,000 
computers nationwide last November was 
the act of a dedicated hacker, not a criminal. 
"It may simply have been the unfocused 
intellectual meanderings of a hacker com­
pletely absorbed with his creation," a Cor­
nell commission probing the incident said 
in its new report. 
Since the affair brought attention to the 
problems of computer "viruses" — which 
actually are self-reproducing programs, 
communicated by disks and phone mo­
dems, that can destroy data or slow com­
puter operations — many campuses have 
installed anti-virus procedures like screen­
ing students' program disks before they can 
be used in campus systems. 
Viruses have continued to plague some 
schools, however. 
TheLanthorn, the student paper at Grand 
Valley State College in Michigan, was a 
day late getting to press in mid-March when 
a virus, apparently implanted in new disk 
drives the paper had just bought, stalled out 
the paper's four Macintoshes. 
Since the November virus, computer 
systems at Youngstown State and Baylor 
universities as well as the universities of 
Oklahoma, Vermont, and Houston, among 
others, have suffered through virus-caused 
data losses and delays. 
Creating the November virus — in fact Atteberry, who feltitwasunfairforMSUtc 
a computer "worm," as opposed to a virus punish the whole house for the independeni 
saidM. Stuart Lynn, 
"We can't really laugh it of f," 
Sigma president Phil Atteberry 
MSU Reflector, the student paper."] 
Sigs are not trying to promote the 4;^ 
House image." 
"It was definitely the first incident of 
nude athletics at our house," comply 
> 
— was a "selfish act, 
a Cornell vice president, at a press confer­
ence explaining the results of the probe. 
The investigation found Morris, now on 
a "voluntary leave of absence," had acted 
alone, and determined he had violated 
campus rules against "computer abuse." 
Cornell Provost Robert Barker said the 
university, if and when it disciplined Mor­
ris, would follow "usual disciplinary pro­
cedures" that, because of privacy laws, 
would not be revealed. 
action of a few. 
Adventures in dorm 
Nude volleyball at MSU 
(CPS) Mississippi State University has 
put its Kappa Sigma fraternity on social 
probation because several members took 
part in a 3 am, outdoor nude volleyball 
game. 
(CPS) Students at two University of 
Miami residential colleges say r ats be 
invaded their complex. Some have fre­
quented certain rooms for as long as five 
days before exterminators have shown up, 
the Miami Hurricane reported. 
Perhaps hoping to set a good example 
for coping with life's little difficulties,UM 
officials have remained reassuringly calm 
in assessing the gravity of the st udents' 
conflicts with their four-to-six-inch-long 
roommates: 
"We've had a few rats, yeah," allowed 
Rick Yovanovich, housing coordinatorfor 
one of the colleges, "but I wouldn't call ita 
problem." 






for applications and more information contact 
student activities office 
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ARM-IN-ARM by Michael West 
Tl IISJ'ORTION Of A RM-IVAKM 
PROUDLY SPONSORl-D PA I W ON OIL, 
Till- C'OKIORATION Willi A C ONi-
SCIPNC I A ND ONH 11! I I O I A RI M AB 
PRC XiRAM 
ZOO u. by Mark Weitzman ZOO u. by Mark Weitzman 
PUZZLE SOLUTION • 
U eiTz-mon 
IT'S HERE FOLKS 
Armstrong State College 
May May M 
A T T .  O R G A N I Z A T I O N S  O N  C A M P U S  
AND ALL OTHER WILLING GROUPS OF FUN PEOPLE WITH A 
10 MEMBER TEAM 
ARE INVITED 
TO ENTER THIS CONTEST OF FUN AND ABILITY!!! 
DEADLINE TO REGISTER IS MAY 3 AT 5 PM 
( 3i[p|pji:y nnn s(tonidl@nB(t aitgilSvnMss ©ffis© = IkaiftODDosim IbiradlDoy ©n3 dl[i©ini ffiraiiffisiis) 
ENTRY FEE $10 
MONDAY: tug o war - preliminary round, max 10 per team (equal # guys & gals) behind 
cafeteria, car cram - by the fountain; mile run - in front of gym (1 mile relay for gals) 
each team may enter 3 guys & 4 gals for relay 
TUESDAY: tug o war - preliminaries; water balloon toss - fountain (each team may 
enter 2 people); 100 yd sprint - in front of gym (3 guys, 3 gals per team); wheelbarrow 
race with a twist - each team may enter 2 people 
™Y: tUg °war,"finals: lizzy relay (4 per team); mid distance run - in 
of gym, guys and gals races(3 guys, 3 gals); frisbee golf (each team enter 1) 
THURSDAY: shot put (each team may enter 3 guys & 3 gals)- three-leaaed race 
(1 guy, 1 gal each team); obstacle course (4 per team) " 
